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Coming November 1: The Court of Appeals
The cases on appeal to the
new court will generally be
heard by a panel of three
On November 2, 1982, Minjudges. The judges will rotate so
nesotans approved by approxeach judge shall have an opporimately an 80 to 20 percent
tunity to sit with all the judges
margin the adoption of a conthat are appointed. The panels
stitutional amendment to create
will "ride a circuit" throughout
an Intermediate Appellate
the state with its homebase
Court. On November 1, 1983, the
located in St. Paul.
Court of Appeals will begin
Due to the state law that
operation.
created the Appeals Court, the
The need for the Court of Aphome base must be in St. Paul.
peals is illustrated when one
At one point in time, the Univerreviews the increasing caseload
sity of Minnesota Law School
burden for the Minnesota
was considered as a possible
Supreme Court. In 1957, 213
site. However, the new Amhoist
cases were filed with the
Tower in downtown St. Paul was
Supreme Court. The Supreme
finally selected in late August of
Court issued 178 opinions ruling
this year. The Court will occupy
on 84 percent of the cases filed.
two floors and will be located
Thirty-one years later, 1,207
there for five years.
cases were filed. The Supreme
Lawyers will be able to use
Court issued 361 opinions ruling
the Ramsey County Law
on 84 percent of the cases -filed.
Library on the eighteenth floor
In 1978, the average time betof the City Hall and Courtlfouse
ween filing and the issuance of
building. A skyway will be conthe opinion was 15.4 months.
structed from the Amhoist
Based on other states exTower for convience.
perience, only 10 percent or less
Once the additional judges are
of the matters decided by the
appointed, the Court of Appeals
Court of Appeals will ultimately
will use two additional courbe heard by the Supreme Court. trooms that will be located in
The Ad Hoc Committee on the
the Landmark Center. Supreme
Intermediate Appellate Practice Court Chief Justice Amdahl of
reported in Bench and Bar Inthe Minnesota. Supreme Court
terim, May 20, 1981, that other
reported in his State of the
benefits will be gained by the
Jm;liciary Message on June 25,
establishment of an appeals
1983, that the legislature has
court. For example: a higher
authorized $100,000 for the study
quality of appellate justice
of program needs and site
because judges, not staff person- analysis for a permanent
nel, will be considering and
judicial building within the
deciding the cases; most apCapitol area complex.
pellate disputes will be resolved
The Court of Appeals, which is
with greater dispatch; acthe largest court in Minnesota,
cessibility to the appellate prowill have broad jurisdiction to
cess will be enhanced because
consider matters formally heard
the Appeals Court will sit in
by the Supreme Court, the three
various locations throughout the judge district panels, and the
state; as caseload increases, it
majority of challenges to actions
is easier to add intermediate
taken by state administrative
panels than Supreme Court
agencies and departments. The
judges; decisions of precedential Supreme Court will be the provalue will be given due conper filing place for appeals of
sideration and; error correcting first degree murder, Workmens
will be performed by the inCompensation, Tax Court, Court
termediate court.
of Appeals cases and, for one
Establishment of the Court of
year only, appeals in mortgage
Appeals is not without its disadforeclosure cases. All other apvantages. The Ad Hoc Commitpeals will be heard in the Court
tee enumerated seveisaJ:
of Appeals. There is no
lltigants who require a second
automatic right of appeal for
appeal will be burdened with inother cases.
creased cost and delay; there is
The Supreme Court on its own
an increased cost to the taxmotion, motion of counsel, or repayer; and the Supreme Court
quest of the Court of Appeals
may play a more policy-oriented can move cases prior to the
judicial role resulting iii longer
decision in the AppeaJs Court to
epini011$ with more separate
the Supreme Court. A.writ of
corumrr:ences and dissellts.
certiorari may be filed for cases
Twelve judges will be apthat have statewide legal imporpointed to the Cou.rt of Appeals;
tance, cases where the basis is
one from each of the eight state
of constitutional import or cases
Congressional districts and four
which seemingly require a
at 1arge. Six justices have been
change in existing law.
appointed to the bench al.ready
With the institution of the ApThe Chief Judge will be Peter
peals Court, there will be a
Popovich from the Sixth
simultaneous return to the pracDistrict. The other judges are:
tice of limiting appeals to the
Susanne Sedgwick, Sixth
judgement itself. The rules for
District; Edward Parker, Fifth
appellate practice will eliminate
District; Daniel Foley, First
"vest pocket" appeals because
District, D.D. Wozniak, Fourth
the appeals now must be filed
District; and Harriet Lansing,
with the court. The rules will
Fourth District. The next round
eliminate the prehearing conof appointees shall have
ference statement in all but exmembers the Second, Third,
ceptional cases; instead a
Seventh and the Eighth District
"statement of case" will be filed
with two appointed at large.
with the notice of appeal. This
These appointments will be com- statement must also contain a
pleted by either naming all six
request for oral argument in
next April or three in April and
order to be entitled to one. The
three in June.
time allowed for preparation of
By Kathy Heaney
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The headquarters for the Court of Appeals, the Amhoist Tower, downtown St. Paul, is
located near the Ramsey County Courthouse.

briefs will be shortened and the
actual length of briefs
decreased.
One more significant change .
will occur with the establishment of the Court of Appeals;

the number of judges on the
in their September i983 issue
Supreme Court will decrease
reported tliat over 2,000 cases
from nine to seven.
have already been filed for
The Court of Appeals has a
,review since August 1. On
formidable task ahead of them.
November 1, the Appeals Court
The Bench and Bar of Mmnesota will start to tackle that backlog.
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Editorial
Change in policy offers initial step
On Sept. 6, the Board of Trustees for the
college ratified an amended version of the
William Mjtchell College of Law "Sexual
Harassment Policy and Complaint Procedure-." This needed change in the policy,
which is explained later in this editorial
was designed to avoid controversies
similar to the situation that arose last
summer and continues to the present.
In June, this newspaper received an
open letter to the college's faculty and
staff from unidentified complainants who
-accused unnamed individuals in the college of committing sexual harassment
against unnamed women in the college.
That letter was unsigned.
Nearly three months have passed since
we received that letter; we have been in
contact with bofu the complainants and
the Board of Trustees - but the status of
those a.c cusations made last summer remains relativ.ely unchanged - unnamed
persons accusing unnamed persons.
Attorneys for both the eollege and the
complainants have been mediating for the
parties involved; the college's attorney
has even coqducted aninvestigation which
Board of Trustees members said established that there is no basis for the accusations. However exactly what that investigation snowed is not known to us.
Consequently, we know very little that
we ean print - most of the information

surrounding this controversy is only ·uninformed gossip ground out by the rumor
mill.
The real problem here is that the complainants will talk to us confidentially but
off the record ( which is of c-0urse, 11D.printable) . Members of the Board of Trustees
talk openly, but even they will not di~close
the crucial information - who's charging
whom for what?
The complainants said'they feel they
have a legitimate reason for not identifying themselves or the charges, reasons
that have been explained to us previously
by people, other than the complaintants,
who are associated with this college.
These people fear for their jobs.
This element of confidentiality out of
fear, whether or-not that fear is
legitimate, is an extremely destructive
force which lowers morale, which in turn
damages the efficient operation of this college. Additionally, and in our vi~w more
importantly, this fear creates intolerable
working conditions for the individual. This
affect extends beyond the school to family
and social life.
There is an answer to the question of
how this destructive force can be ~
eliminated or at least minimized. This
answer may be the only area where the
complainants and the college agree change the complaint pr-0eedure.

The complainants in their open letter .
criticized the grievance procedures at tbecollege. Tbe.y said the procedure had no
provision for independent review - complaints _had to foll.ow a distinet chain of
command from immediate supervisors, to
the administration, to the Board of
Trustees. Since there is a po · ility that
someone in that chain may be the person
against w.hom the complaint is levied, a
complainant maynave bad valid reasons
for not using the process.
To remedy this problem, the Board of
Trustees took the initial step ·of amendirig
the grievance procedure for sexual harassment. Under the new procedure, a complaining party has the choice of notifying
anyone in the former chain of command
that he or she is suffering from any kind
Qf sexual harassment in this college.
Undeniably this is a positive step taken
by the board; it came too late in the ease
of the present complainant's situation but
that does not mean the new procedur~cannot be used._ .
We are hopeful that the initial step t.aken
by the..Board of Trustees will enable the
:parties involved to reacb a satisfactory
agreement to resolve the legitimate complaints, to put the rumor mill to rest. It is
time to redirect the college's energies to
its primary .function of educating students.
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Another year and we're still here
Another school year i$ well underway
and the "Opinion" is still in operation. Big
Deal you say? Well it is a big deal considering that this newspaper is here to
provide a service to the William Mitchell
student body.
·
We are actively soliciting stories~ story
ideas, suggestions, criticism (constructive
criticism) from anyoneJnside or outside
this institution who cares about this
school. A letter to the editor is a more ef-fective way of getting a message across
. than using a felt-tip marker on the inside
of a bathroom stall. H you want a special

event advertised or a notice yublished,
this paper is the place to do it.
The 1983-84 Opinion staff (see picture
this page) is a good bunch of J?OOl}le who
want to serve tlie students of this~chooLlf
-you see any of us arotmd and want to
know something about the ~chool we'll try
- to help out. Drop in and see us sometime
- our office is a little bard to f'md - take
the first floor east ball down to the child
care ·center, there ~ signs to help you
out after that. H no one is there leave a
note on· the messy desk; we'll get back to
you.

STATEMENT OF POLICY
The William Mitchell Opinion is published by the Student
Bar Association of the William Mitchell College of Law
for the purpose of educating and informing Mitchell
students and alumni of current issues and affairs of law
and the law school. In furtherance of that purpose, the
Opinion will present the views of any student, faculty
member, alumni, or the administration. Because of
space limitations in a tabloid newspaper, and because
the· Opinion strives for factual and accurate and
stylistically uniform copy, all contributions are subject
to editorial review and possible abridgement, although
every effort is made to maintain a writer's original-style.
The Opinion will endeavor to consider fully and
thoughtfully all material to determine its relevance and
appropriateness before publication. Such consideration
will be made with the assumption that freedom of the
press within the law school, and in view of the Opinion's
recognized responsibility to the members of the student
bar, practicing attorneys, and faculty and administration of the law school. The opinions expressed in this
publication are those of its editors and do not reflect the
opinions of William Mi.tchell College of Law, its
employees, or Board of Trustees.
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New po icies on graduation and harassment
Graduation
By Steve Patrow
It is now possible for a student
who has not completed the
academic requirements at
William Mitchell to attend
graduation ceremonies.
The Board of Trustees ratified
a graduation policy change that
allows the arunimstration to approve requests from unqualified
students who want to attend the
ceremony. However, those
students do not receive a
diploma at the ceremony.
The policy change occurred
after one student found out he
flunked a class at the last moment before graduation and
complained to the Board of
Trustees, said Associate Dean
Melvin Goldberg. Goldberg said
that student and several other
students in the same situation
were allowed to attend the spring graduation.

" Onehldivicfual complained to · tices, Goldberg said. He said the
new policy has no real impact
on the s.tudent- or school, it .is
to let him go through the
merely a device to allow a stuca-emony but not get the
dent, who has friends and
degree. We contacted the other
rela~. . P ~ to attend thestudents and made them the
graduation,. to avoid the process
same offer."
oi cancelling commitments.
Not all students who flunk at
"I felt that the old rule was
the last minute will be able to
absolute, " Goldbet"gsaid. ''But
take advantage of the new
this change does help the good
policy. There are some limitastudent who can be-J'elied on to
tions the administration has
meet the requirements of the
school. lt really hasn't changed
imposed.
(the-policy ) · you 're not going-to
"I review the (student's) file
graduate if you don't meet the
to determine if he or she will in
fact fulfill the requirements the
requirements."
next semester ... Goldberg said. "I am required to make that
determination. If the student 's
file shows that he cannot be
relied on to meet the reBy STEVE PATROW
'quirements, he will not be allowed to take part in the
The William Mitchell Board of
ceremony."
Trustees ratified an amendment
Most colleges and universities
to the college's sexual harassoffer the same opportunity to
ment compl~int procedure. That
their students and this policy
change is just falling in line with amendment follows in the wake
of sexual harassment charges
man:r of the other schools' practhe Board," Goldberg said. " The
boaro asked the administration

Harassment

made against the college by
women involved in the school.
The amended policy allows
any member of the staff, faculty
or student body, to pursue any
course of complaint that he or
she feels in necessary to report
instances of sexual harassment.
This new procedure differs from
the preveous policy which required the complainants fo
follow a distinct course of action
before the complaint could be
acted upon.

Dean Geoffrey Peters said
that the new procedure provides
added safeguards for the individual who feels he or she has
a legitimate complaint that he
or she is being harassed.
"The Board has been aware of
some of the problems with the
old P9licy, '' .Peters said. " They
have discussed making changes
for months and the new procedures resulted from those
discussions."

~inadequacy of the old~
cedures safeguards was the subject of an open, unsigned letter
circulated.among the college's
faculty: -and staff last summer.
That letter maoe- allegations
that sexual harassment had
been committed by 'men who
hold varying degrees of power
over our jobs."
The complainants wbo wrote
thatJetter have retained an attorney who has in tum contacted
.an attorney for the college.
Charlton Dietz, member of the
Board of Trustees, said that the
college's attorney bas conducted
an investigation and has found
nothing to support the sexual
harassment.allegations. He said
that the college bas made
several offers to the complainants' attorney to try to
reach an agreement or settlement. Up to this point, the complainants have not accepted any
settlement, he said.

Food service is pretty much the same
By Brad Colbert

Most students in evaluating a
food service want the same
basic things. They want
delicious, nutrious food that is
both quick and cheap.
All food service operators
want to make money out of the-!r
food services.
Unfortunately, these two interests ,are slightly incompatible. As a .rel.ult, there is bound
to be varying degrees of unhappiness with any food service to a
captive clientele. The food service at William Mitchell is no
exception.
The food service is run by Gia
Como's Deli, which is owned and
operated by Jim Risimini. Gia
Como took over William Mitchell's food service in the summer of 1981,- after the previous
service had closed.
The general consensus of, tht
previous foor service is that it
was pretty miserable, when it
was open. Gia Como was a
welcome addition in that summer of '81.
For tliat first year, the school
and Gia -Com9 operated on an informal basis, without a contract.
In the fall of 1982, the school and
Gia Como's entered into a one
year contract, with William Mitchell leasing space to Gia Como
and Gia Como paying the school
five percent of its gross
revenues.
( Gia Como signs a contract
with the school and pays the
school. The school forwards the
check directly to the SBA. According to Melvin Goldberg, the
associate dean of academic affairs, the school handles the
payments to avoid the confusion
that is the result of the high turnover of the SBA and because
vendors would rather deal with
the school. In addition; Goldberg
believes that having the school
as a party to the contract adds a
little clout.
(Finally, having the check
sent to the school rather than
directly to the SBA provilles the
school with a "check" on the
SBA. However, Dean Goldberg
emphasized that this would be
used only in extreme circumstances. He added, "This
has never been a problem and I
don't expect it to become an
issue.")
By the spring of 1983 "There
was a feeling of general
dissatisfaction with Gia Como
from the students, th_e staff, and

Photo by Steve Patrow

Gia Como's food service counter at William Mitchell

the administration,'' according
to Tim Keane, vice-president of
the SBA. "The complaints
centered mainly around the lack
of variety and selection,'' said
Keane.
In response to this dissatisfaction, Keane, who was responsible for negotiating the food service contract for the SBA, and
Dean Goldberg solicited bids
from other potential food service
operators.
They received five bids, three
of which were considered
seriously. According to both
Goldberg and Keane, Gia
Como's proposal was the best
despite the previous dissatisfaction with them. The idea of dealing with a small business ~rson
that was a proven commodity
was also appealing.
In looking at the Gia Como
proposal, it is not hard to see
why it was considered the best.
It proposed to install: a milk
machine, a yogurt machine, a
milk shake machine, and a
salad bar. Additional food items
that were to be available includ-

ed: lasagna, sausage and peppers, Jell-0, vegtable plates,
cheese and fruit plates, chili,
macaroni and cheese, manicotti,
stuffed shells, quiche, stuffed
tomatoes, hot fudge, and bilked
potatoes.
Gia Como also asked for a
three year contract, rather than
a one year contract and proposed a sliding. fee-scale, depeniling
on the size of the gross.
The college and Risimini settled on a contract that runs from
May 16, 1983, to May 18, 1984.
The contract calls for Gia Como
to pay William Mitchell 5% of
the gross receipts each month,
except for June and July, when
the payment would be lowered
to. three percent of the gross
receipts. (From May 1, 1982, to
August 1, 1983, the SBA received
$4,748 from Gia Como.)
The major problem under the
new contract has been late
payments on Risimini's part.
The contract calls for the
payments to be paid monthly .
On September 15, 1983, Risimini
sent a check for the months of

February through July. The
check for August, due on
September 15, should arrive on
September 30, according to
Risimini
When contacted about the late
payments, Risimini seemed unconcerned. "That was for over
the summer," explained
Risimini. "They should _pay me
for staying open over the
summer."
When told that the late payment violated the contract,
Risimini replied, "The contract
calls fo:r.a lot of things."
As for the new services, the
verdict is not in yet. There is a
new milk machine and a
refrigerator. The sandwiches
are of a wider variety, as are
the salads. Also, pizza is now being served at lunch, as well as in
the evening.
When the weather gets colder.
R¢niini says llial be will ~ n
servin_g dinners. toadly enough.
~ 9f the participants S€e1Il
very excited about the dinners.
Risimini, Goldberg and Keane
all seem to agree that the din-

ners won't sell.)
After his employees become
more experienced, Risimini;
also wants to begin serving
hamburgers.
The reviews so far have been
mixed. Dean Goldberg is
satisfied with the changes. He
feels thatRisimini, on the
whole, has been responsive to
changes. Goldberg's main concern has been the late
payments.
Tim Keane, on the other hand,
is not satisfied. He calls the new
services, "the same old mush in
a new wrapper." Keane feels
that Gia Como is in breach of
the contract because they
haven't been paying the commissions on time and all the
elements of his-proposal have .
not been fulfill~.
·
Whatever one_thinks of the
food service. i is the onlv on~ ·
we have. Student input is sorely
needed if tlie food service is going to be responsive. to the sli(denf s needs. Both· Goldberg and
Keane are lnterested in hearing
students· opiniom about the food
service.

Da,ce4

Mixed success marks .homecoming
By Roll Peterson

Attendance was not as good as
theyhoped at the <linner and
social hour of homecoming this
year said Peter Dahlen, Public
Relations Direc. for William
.Mitchell. Th~ social hour and
dinner were held in a tent on the
front lawn of William Mitchell's
campus on August 26th.
"We had 170 re~red for
CLE classes and 125 register for
dinner," said Judge Ron
Hachey, director of the Alumni
·Association. 'fthink: the heat
spoiled the evening lllmout.''
.Hachey also said that be
thought the long day:of CLE
classes tended to wear people
.out and that this and the heat
combined to leave little energy
left for the evening program.
" The _purpose of homecoming
is two-fold,!/ Hachey-said. The
first goal is "to get alumni back
on campus to visit the school.~'
Jiaclrey describes this ~ e
as the " sociability purpose. '
They honor two graduated
classes, the 25th and 50th reunion classes, at a special reception held in their honor ..Hachey
said they had a good turnout for
the 50th reunion, with 15 alumni
participating.
In the past, the Student Bar
Association has sponsored a
dance on the following night.
This year the dance was held on
Friday night in hopes that the
students and the .alumni
together would produce a larger
turnout. 'If it baa been left to
the alumni, there would have
been no dance," said Hachey.
Next year the college may
sponsor some entertainment.
during the dinner hour, drawing
from talent in the community theaters.
The second purpose for
homecoming is a 'chance. fo
give baclt some benefit for the
support the alumni give.,
Hachey explained. This benefit
takes the form of -reduced rates
for the CLE classes offered during the day.
CLE classes are offered to
alumni for about $25, about half
what they would n9rmally pay.
These classes are <upaate.s" on
various areas of the law. This
year they offered ~ t courses.
Alumni could.attend two classes
in the morning session and two .
more in the afternoon session.
Usually CµE classes are "indepth" studies of a certain area
of law. The classes held at
homecoming are short and not
as in-depth as these. Hachey
. said that responses on 150 questionnaires indicated that those
attending prefered that the CLE
structure be left alone. The
classes are presented by Wiliam
Mitchell faculty.
·

Photo courtesy of Publications dept.

William Mitchell alumni lined up at the homecoming dinner tents.

Dahlen said, "We had the
highest number ever enrolled
for CLE classes this year. We
were expecting more for
dinner.''
The.salumni seepied to enjoy
the pr~m. Bob King Jr.,
class ofl.980 said, "I was in
Steenson'. s No-Fault class. It
was very, very good_." King
thought homecoming was "a
nice idea, seeing old friends,
eating good food, and enjoying
good 1lqspitality.''

The alumni association solicits
money from graduates in the
form of a program called "Partners in Progress." Membership
fees range from $25 to $1,000 or
more and offers a variety of
benefits. The benefits include
free tickets to MSBA activities,
Law Review subscriptions,
·reduced rates on CLE classes,
and use of some campus
facilities.

The association spends their
money on student scholarships
and emergency funding for the
school. the idea is "to enhance
David Alsop also graduated in
campus life for the students,"
1980. He was "glad to see some
Hachey said. Each year they
people you wouldn't see otherwise." King and Alsop have seen run a "phone-a-thon" campaign
to solicit membership. Last year
ea~h other recently.
they solicited more than their
"He's personal injury, I'm .
$90,000 goal. The goal this year
defense," King said. "We just
. is $120,000.
·
·
settled a case."
The :budget for homecoming
The association has 900 paid
this year was $11,000. Hachey
m ~ . Judge Bactiey and his
said that he thought that they
. secretary are the oilly paid
may have come out a little
staff, thougl:L'Ha$ey said "'Bob
short. "The dinner cost us $11.00 Oliphant helps out. He,.s tlie
and the alumni $15.00. Next year director of all ftmaraising .for
we may make the meal simpler
the school."
. - brats, baked beans and potato
salad - and charge only $5.00."

Grade delay periods vary in·other schools
By Terry Hokenson
What's a surefire way of getting to see a lot of people roll
their eyeballs? Ask around the
College about grade report
deadlines. At first impression,
there seems to be a natural
polarization on the subject between students and faculty, with
Administration caught in the
middle. Students want their
grades back, pronto, for a variety of reasons. And faculty eyes
glaze over at the mere thought
of reading and fairly evaluating
hundreds of blue books in less
than a year.
There does however, seem to
be feeling on each !;ide for the
position of the other, encouraging the hope that some sort of
c:>mpromise can be reached
toward improving the system.

Just what is the system? Dean
Melvin Goldoerg said -the
faculty-instituted policy is that
grades are clueJn the
Registrar's office 50 days from
the- date-of the last exam. The
rule is erµorced by taking a
day's pay for each day grades
are late and donating it to a student scholarship fund.
A few days' delay in posting
grades can result while the ad~
ministration determines whether
any students have failed to pay
their bills. As grades come-in,
they are entered in students'
grade files.
Seniors may indicate their
status on the blue books, and for
their grades a two-week
deadline applies from the date
of the last exam. The theory is
seniors need to know whether
they are graduating, and need

completed transcripts .for their _
resumes.
The special consideration
given seniors is understandable.
But some non-seniors face
special problems as well. While
the anxiety to find out exam
results is probably universal,
some students may be trying to
transfer out or may suspect they
need to withdraw. In the latter
case a student may have paid
tuition and be over a month into
the next semester before finding
that he'd better stick to
carpentry.
Two students-who transferred
into Mitchell this year reported
.having had difficulties over
-delayed grade r eports at their
former schools. Tim Walsh, who
came to Mitchell from Creighton
University Law School in
Omaha, said grades were

available about seven weeks
after exams. He said this left
liim up in the air since h e. was
tcyi:ng to transfer to Mitchell.
Th~ system a t Creighton. re,
quires that aRgrades oel)O;Sted
at once, the date being determined by the slpwest professor.
Chris Bianco transferred here
from Thomas Cooley School of
Law in Lansing, Michigan. He
said all grades must be posted
for students within ·six weeks
and are mailed to students
within about two more weeks . .
"That seems too long to me,"
said Chris. "You're three to four
weeks into the second term
before you find outjf you're on
probation or nol. ' ' Late _grade
reports also held Chris up iil his
efforts to transfer.
A cursory look at the grade
reporting policies at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota and Hamline
law schools shows some interesting variati~ AtHamline
graaes come out about a month
after the last exams, and sooner
for seniors. Faculty compliance
is encouraged with a paycheck
withholding system. At the
University of Minnesota, faculty
are assigned so many J!apers
per day to grade, depending on
how much they have to prepare
for the following semester's
classes. Several students
estimated that over half,
perhaps up to 70%, of the grades
are in within a month after the
last exams, although some
Continued on page
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Law Review: Who makes the grade?
By Joann Hageman
While most William Mitchell
students worked, vacationed, or
took classes over the swnmer, a
determined group of students
spent seven weeks of their break
researching and writing their
way through the Law Review
summer writing program. Their
- goal was to be selected to serve
on the William Mitchell Law
Review as staff writers .
Any Mitchell student who successfully completes the summe1
writing program requirements
is eligible for selection to ~he
Law Review. The writing program is directed by the Law
Review Board which consists of
an editor-in-chief, three executive editors, and nine editors.
All Board members are Mitchell
students. They decided the
criteria used for selecting new
staff writers . This year's requirements were: meeting all
deadlines, WESTLA W certification, passing a "Blue Book" exam, and most importantly,
writing two quality case note
drafts.
The writing program requirements took their toll. Approximately 140 students began
the program in May. Sixty-five

of them completed the requirements. Of the 65 candidates, 46 were ultimately
elected as staff writers. In comparison, the 1~-83 Law Review
Board elected to the staff 69 of.
the 70 candidates who had completed the summer writing
program.
The editor-in-chief of the Law
Review,_ Helen Roland, said that
the 1982--83 Board accepted virtually every candidate who completed the program because the
Law Review at that time was
behind in publication. Therefore,
extra staff writers were needed
to help the Law Review catch
up. The current Board took a
more selective approach in
choosing their staff writers.
"We chose to focus in on the
quality of the writing samples at
the end of the summer," Roland
said. "By that focus we hoped to
get quality writers who were
dedicated to the Law Review
and consequently wouldn't require a lot of editor time."
Roland said the Board voted
not to set a ceiling on the
number of staff writers chosen.
She said that the Board would
have accepted all the candidates
who had completed the summer
pr?gram if they had submitted

high quality writing samples.
The process used by this
year's Law Review Board for
selecting staff writers differed
from that used by last year's .
.Board. In the procedure used by
the lil82-83 Board, two of its
editors would evaluate a candidate's final case note draft
and decide whether or not to
recommend the candidate for
election to Law Review: Each
candidate s name appeared on
the1r final draft, so, the grading
editor was aware of whose
paper was being graded.
In the evaluation process
developed by Uiis year's Law
Review Board, each final draft
was submitted anonymously. In
addition, a more structured
method for grading the papers
was used. The case notes were
evaluated by two separate
editors in six areas: research,
organization, logal reasoning,
style, grammar and use of Blue
Book-rules. A maximum of five
points was awarded in each
category. The points were then
totaled and the two editors'
evaluations averaged, giving a
final score for each candidate.
The final scores of all candidates were plotted on a graph.
The Board then voted on a cut-

off point. Any candidate whose
score was 18 or above was
elected onto the staff of the law
Review.
New staff writers remarked
on the advantages and disadvantages of the Law Review selection process. Karen Swanton
said she felt that the Boardwas
vague about i.t s standards for
improvement between: the first
and second case note ·drafts. She
also said there was the expectation from last year that if a student lasted through the program, he or she would be on the
Law Review.
"A lot of people were disappointed when they didn't make
it," Swanton said.
In addition to the ~hanges in
the evaluation procedures, this
is the first year that an appeals
system was used in connection
with the Law Review selection
process.
Candidates who were not
elected (approximately 23) were
given the opportunity to appeal
the Board's decision. The candidates could submit a written
appeal or give a five minute oral
appeal before the Board. The
candidates who appealed were
encouraged to emphasize their
writing skills or explain why

they·feit the selection process
hadn't worked for them. Other
factors brought before the Board
during an appeal were considered such as not having access to a law library over the
sUDlIJler, or having an especially
demanding job.
Twelve candidates appealed
the Board's original decision;
four were successful and were
subseq~y elected to the staff
by a majorilyvote of. the Law
Review Board.
Helen Roland said that the appeals process was not popular
with everyone.
"It is hard for the writers to
appeal to their peers," Roland
said. ''There were hard
feelings."
-Roland said the value the appeals process was that it allow- ·
ed subjective criteria to be considered in an otherwise objective se_lection process. Law
Review editor Michelle McQuarrie said, "we spent a lot of time
trying to consider what would be
the fairest method (for appeals)
and get us the best writers. With
any set of rigid, objective standards, good people slip through
the cracks. The appeals process
was a good way to catch them."
McQuarrie said that her initial
reaction to the new appeals process was "mixed,,. but added,
"I'm really glad we had it. I
think that it was much better
than the process used the year I
got in (1982--83). I would strongly
recommend that the appeals
process be used again."
At no time the Law Review
selection process at Mitchell are
course grades - legal writing or
otherwise - used as criteria. In
contrast to the Law Review
selections at the University of
Minnesota and Hamline Law
Ss:hools, William Mitchell Law
Review has an "opep. door"
policy._Any student can be
elected to serve on the Law
Review regardless of class rank
or grades. Both the U of M and
Hamline invite their highest
ranking second year students
(the top 10 students and top 10%
respectively) to be on their Law
Reviews. Writing competitions
are then used by both schools to
select approximately 10 additional staff writers.
When asked if the William
Mitchell Law Review Board had
considered using high grades or
class rank as criteria for election to the Law Review, Helen
Roland said, "The Board chose
this year and in all previous
years to go with the "open door"
policy. We still attract the
students who are ranked high in
their classes, but only those
students who will dedicate
themselves to the publication.
Good grades are not always indicative of a fine legal mind or a
good legal writer. The best way
of testing for those abilities is by
our writing program."
The Law Review selection process and summer writing program requirements are rigid but
the new staff writers·said they
feel that. it was worth the effort.
When asked how she felt about
the summer program, staff
writer Jane Joseph said, "I bitched about that four hour 'Blue
Book' exam, but I learned a
lot.'' George wood, another staff
.writer, said, "I learned a lot this
swnmer about research structure just from being able to
struggle on my own."
To. addition to the knowledgt;
g ~ Law Review offers other
benefits. Writers can earn 1~2
credits depending on the-amount
of time fhey Spend workirig on
Law Review projects. Also, in
most cases, work done on Law
Review can be approved to
fulfill the long paper requirement needed for graduation.
New staff writers can also look
forward to gaining experience
which will help them 1n today's
job market. -
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Three judges p.repare
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B.A. University of Minnesota {1943)
J..D., St. Paa:l. College of_Law (1947)
Admitted to Minnesota Bar (1947)
Membel' of .Minnesota ~lature (195.H963)
Privatehactice (1947-c1-983-)
ebief Judge, Minnesota Court of Appeals (1983-)

Qy David Ho11gh

Since.his appointment in May,
Peter S. Popovich bas made
preparations as cliief judge for
the new Court of Appeals. There

have beenmeetings with the
.governor, lieylegislators, St.
Pau1 eity officials, ~d budget
drafters-. Popovich bas also
made an effort to read
d~uments and legislative
"lilatetials ·Goncerriing the court.
He attended a swmiler seminar ·
for appellate judges in New
York sponsored by New York
University and West Publishing
Company. These ~pa.rations
are being-made as he divests
himself of his law practice.
The new Court of ~peals will
be the largest court in Minnesota. Its primary functionis
to reduce the caseload of the
Minnesota Supreme Court.
Popovich envisions the court as
"an error-eo.rrecling court that
grants a second shot at review."
· With the creation of the Court
of Appeals the Su~reme Court
will be limited to reviewing ~
murder in the first degree, and
worker's compensation cases on
direct appeal. There is no
automatic right of -a ppeal for
othel'. cases; instead, a writ of
c~tiorari may be granted by
the high court if it deems the
case~- The Court of Ap-peals bas the function of hearing
all the remaining ~es.
Twelve judges, who will sit in
panels, will make up th&new
court. Six judges will take office

November 1 and the other sh
will be empaneled.April 1, 1984.
Under the statu~, the judges
will alternate between the
panels and by a mathematical
formula, will serve with all
other jud_ges at one time or

another. The court's headquarters will be the Amhoist
Tower in St. Paul, with the
panels traveling throughout
Minnesota.
'The legis_lature wanted the
court brought to the people,'
PdpOvich said. ' It will be the
lawyer's choice as to-where they
want the case beard, either in
the judicial district or in St.
Paul."
When asked.if he would try to
keep a consensus among the
-panels~.Popovicb said that "at
the present time there are no
rules governing d~~Oll;S of_ the
various panels; I aon't like mcons.istency and CD favor the
adopfion of a rule where the
chief judge. can ·ask the court en
bane: to decide the inconsistent
decision. This is all one court for
the State of Minnesota and there
should be consistency."
Filings for the new court
oe_gan august L Estimates are
that by the time the Court
~ o~ration on November l
thel'e will be nearly2,000 eases
waiting for:review. The statute
provij:}es that opinions shaffbe
issued within 90 days from the
date a case is heard.
There has been a recent proposal stating that summary

judgn:ients should. be allowed by
the

intermediate court.

.

"Ninety days is a short time
with the estimated caseload,"
J>opovich said. "It will take time
for the court to begin function:
ing, as there must be meetings
between the judges t-o take care
of administrative details • ..In
regards to the proposal,. the .
judges have to malce the. decision and it is up to the court.
Ftom-a_personal standpeint 1
do not like summary actionS'..
The ·client should know and
wants to know that 11is I!()Sition
was analyzed and decided with
good reasons. The lawyer.vants
fo know what the law .is.'
When asked about his judicial
. philosophy. Popovich said, "I
believe in the rule of stare.
decisis and the use of case law.
Basic case law should not be
changed. The courts cannot be
legislaturess .If a 1aw needs
re.view, the court shou1d
an
opinion asking ~ legislature to
· review the-law. The legislature
must look first before the court
changes the law. When an issue
arises wbich has not been dealt
with before, the cqurt ~hould
look at the legislative intent. In
such cases it is up to the-court to
decide the effect and breadth of
the law."
Popovich said .he. leans toward
granting oral argwnenfif _the
parties so desire. H~said he
feels that this is an advantage of
the new court. On the elements
of a good oral a.rgwnent.and a

goocl brief, Pol?()vicli sai4,
·-w·rue in a manner which is
succinct and -.µlows the judge to
s!,ay with lhe orief when i::easnng
it at home. Do not usestrm.g
citations, bu cite a ~ ana
give aD exact quote . For 9l'al
arguments, have a grasp of tlie
subject matter. Take a logical
approach and argue tlie.real
issue. ~ a t e the-wheat from
the chaff and do not use the
shotgun approach."
. _
Po.povicb. said he ~as ID1;Xed
emotions about leavmg pnvate
practire.
''Lhave enjoyed being an attorney and .fight.mg in tlie trenclles ' he said. ' There is,a cei:tain point in a lawyer's life,
however when be wants to be
on the bench. I am nonored to be
tne fmlt chief judge and to have
a certain part in'-lllolding a newe.ourt and a part of .Mineeso'ta
history."
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Top left: Popovich
Top right: Sedgwick
Lower right: Lansing
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for Court of Appeals
Sedgwick also stressed that
thaappea]s court is not a minisupreme court, but it will perWhen a professional athlete
form many of the higher court's
suffers a knee irijury and "goes
former duties and will not just
under the knife," his or her job
be a intermediate step to the
is usually over, at least for a
Supreme Court.
season - maybe the athlete is
"Most of the cases that come
put on waivers.
before us will not reach the
Hennepin County District
Supreme Court, or ,at least that
Court Judge and Minnesota
is what should happen,"
_
Court of Appeals judge
designate, Susanne C. Sedgwick, Sedgwick said. "I feel that we
"went i.Inder the knife" or more are also a modern court that is
committed to giving a written
accurately, the "scope" to fix a
opinion in every case. Certainly,
bum knee. However, instead of
however, there will be cases
taking it easy following arwith narrow issues that won't
throscopic surgery, Sedgwick
need opinions except to explain
has continued a work schedule
why the decision was affirmed
that would probably put most
or denied."
professional athletes to shame.
Sedgwick said the other
Sporting crutches to help SUP,judges on the court are also
-pQrt a still tender knee joint,
committed to making the court
Sedgwick maintains her
.responsive to the individuals in
workload as a district judge
each suit. In fact, Sedgwick add. while helping the other judge
,ed that the court has been fordesignates ·of the Court of Aptunate in being able to work well
peals organize and prepare the
together.
new court for its November 1
"Judge Popovich has been
debut.
~eat in organizing the court _
"I wish I wasn't trying to do
md being responsive to suggestwo things at once," Sedgwick
tions from other judges,"
said. "I can't wait until
Sedgwick said. 'rdon't think
November so I can devote my
many people could have done
time fully to one court. Right '
now I'm taking this schedule one lhe amount of work heh.as done
in just a few-months. He is a
day at a time."
Sedgwick said that the change tremendously active person."
Sedgwick said she and
she will experience shifting to
Popovich disagree.rarely. One _
the new court presents some
instancewas the decision made
uncertainty but that the ap- _
on what kind of atmosphere the
,prehension is gr~tly oatw~hed by the challenge. She said.the court would create for its participants. Sedgwick said she
purpose of the Court of Appeals
tbmks the new court is a conwill mainly entail error correctemporary court that _should put
ting but that the court will also
forth a contemporary apbe hearing "matters of new
pearance, $he .opted-to have the
law."
court fW"Ilished witb a more con"The greatest personal
temporary interior desi~ l;>ut
challenge will be the drafting
was overruled by Popovich
and w,ri.f,ing ofreaa.ahle opi- "who went with the traditional
nions," Sedgwick said. "I'm
furniture."
·
looking forward to developing
-Sedgwick said 'that the court
clear, concise writing which will
will face many problems in its
avoid the legalese that tends to
first few months of ~ctivity.
confuse people.
"The voltime of oases will be a
"This court has a common
commitment to make its written problem," Sedgwick said.
"There'll be a back log and
opinions as clear ~s possible for
we're short on staff; I've
everyone, not just lawyers. Vie
wondered how the Supreme
want to be read and understood
court does the amount of work
so that our decisions cannot be
it's burdened with. I gµess you
easilr misinterpreted.''
just have to work 14-hour days."
By Steve Patrow

,-

.

L

Fi.A., University of Mmnesota
_
J.D. William MiJ;chell College of _Law (1956)
Arimitted .o Minnesota Bar {1956)
Municipal Court Judge OiJ7o:.-1974)
. ·. . .
Judge of Hennepin County Distci.ct Court, Family D1V1S1on
(1974-1977) ,
Hennepin County District CQ.urt Judge (1977-1983)
Judge, Minnesota Court of Appeals (1983-)

Another problem Sedgwick
said must be confronted.is the
amount of reading each judge
mrist do before making a

decision.
"Lawyers won't forgive you
for not knowing the facts of each
case," she said. "You have to
read and understand the
transQ.ripfs."
,
Sedwick'slegalbackground
makes her especially suited for
the new court. She has been ajudg_e al vm:ious levels oI the
judiciary since 1970.-she ~d
she feels some of her experienee
on the bench in. the last l3 yeaI'S
has prepared her for the new
court.
"There were many times on
special tenn where we had ~
Iarg-e number orcases covermg
complex'iSso.es tliat needed
crifical decisions, ,, she said.
''The cases during special term
were very indicative of what the
court of Appeals will be about.·,
Sedgwick said that there are
DlIDlY things- she will miss hen
she leaves the Dismct Coort.
"I will miss the juries," she
said. "I've worked hard to communicate with the jurles, en- .
joy watchingi:hat whole prOCE!$,
making-sure they understand. I
will also miss the attorneys,
they are what makes my job
interesting."
Sedgwiek. who has set many
~ooents in ~ o t a ' s legal
community' :she was the first
woman district court judge in
Minnesota, said that the chance
to further affect the state's
history is im_portant but that she
thinks her job now-is to finish ·
her work in the district-court
and be prepared for November.
Part of that pre~tmo is ~t~
ting her- knee back into ShaRe.
"I have cert.a.in exercises the
doctor gave me for the leg," she
said. .
-

By Steve Patrow

Lansing said that the most imp,rtant function of the appeals
court ts to '1lear and promptly

During the rare ~tances
decide a v~ large nnmber of
when Judge HarrietLansing
cases.'' She said that will_be
takes a vaca.tjpn, sh~ could P!'O- especiall_y true during tlie {µ'st
bably ~f"olllia hiking in Alaska, six monfbs the-court is in
campin_g in the Boundary
s_essum.
·
Waters ~oe Area, or gross-: _
'This is going to be a high
country s ~ on ~e Minnesota . volume: celitt "T.ansing sa1d.
snows. Lansmg said she hopes to " Vie want fo also allow oral
get one ~ore outdoor v_a catio~
_argument as much as possibl~
.before November w.hen slie will. ~ that may suffer initially as
take her place, on the new Court we work to <:atch op witit the
of Ap~asi !-5 y9unges~ju0.ge. oatltlog. '
Lansmg, 38, IS tlie youn~es.t
Lansing said she believes in
member of the court, but m her giving the opportunity for oral
~3 years as an atto~ey and .
argument at _all levels of the
Judge, she has_ bee_n mvolved m
court. The new court will tcy to
many areas _of thE: law.
provide that opportunity bnt on'I have worked Ul a large
ly under certain circumstance§.
number of areas of tlie judicial
she said.
process,' ' Lansing said. "I have
"People want to be heard and
viewed the judic::ial sys~m in
a good oral argument can shed
this state from many different _ some light on the written
angles; Iw~ a ~ ~ o r and a record," she said. 'However,
public defen<iec. Right now I'm · for oral a r ~ to be useful
ooking forward to viewing the
they should supplement the writs
judicial process. at a diffe:r:ent
ten ar,guments. If the argument
level. I'm very mterested_m the is only duplicatory it serves no
appellate process and seemg
purpose and is a waste -of the
how that process fits together
court's time."
first.hand."
·

B.A. Macalaster College W!67)
J .D., University of Mmnesota 1,aw School (lW-0)
Admitted to Minn($Ota Bar (1970)
Prosecutor - eity of St. Paul (1974-1976)
_
AdjunctProf~r of Law, illiam Mitchell College on.aw
(1978--1981)
. ._
Judge Ra:tnsey County Mtllll£1pal Court (1971F1983)
Judge: Jldinnesota Court of Appeals (19(33.,)

There is a real concern ainong
the court's judges that some
litigants do not get eno1,1gh
answers about why the court
decided as it did, Lansing said.
She said that she hopes the new
court alleviates that problem
and "provides more information
about the court's reasoning."
Also, this concern for giving
the litigants more information
may be part of the bargain Minnesota might realize by having a
court of appeals. Lansing said that the eriticism that paints the
new court as just another
government expense to be _
financed is not looking directly
at the service the court will
provide. .
_
"In certain cases that may be
true (the col,,lrt's cost being a
burden)," she said. "But if
counsel is doing its job and the
appeals court does its job right,
there should be no additional
cost at the appellate level. Really, it sl_le>uld be less costly
because the appeals court will
be quicker with less cases likely
to go on- to the Supreme Court."
Lansing is one of two women
appointed ~o the Court of Appeals, she is aiso the only,
female Ramsey County
Munitjpal Court judge. uansfng
said tnat she has been on the
"cutting edge" of the legal professiQn which.has hist-Orica:lly

been dominafedoy men_ She

saia., however~ that mos.t levels
of the 11rofe$smn have OPfl!Ded up
to women and the cliange has been noticeable within the last
ten years.
Continued on page
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Pirsig critiques Soviet legal system
Jy see what they want you to see
an<l you only .hear what they
want you to hear,-t he said. Bis
To say that Professor
.group was shown mostly
Maynard Pirsig bas seen and
museums and churches.
done-much in hls lifetime would
The few times he encountered
be gros.5 w:'lderstatement. In
ordinary citiz-ens who knew a litview -of his recoril, it l s not sw:tle English. he found them fo be
prising to find out that while·very friendly. He :recaDed being
moot people were working on
sent tliree.l>ottles of champagne
their suntans last June Prowhile in a restaurant by some
fessOF Pirsig was traveling
Soviets who wanted to speak
through the Soviet Union.Jle
with bis gl'OtJP. Most _wople Pirand a number of other Minsig said. were "very anxious to
nesota lawyers and judges took
get aholi:l of-gum pens, jeans
a 12-day tour .Pf several Sovie
and nylons.'
cities and sat in on a criminal
Pirsig's exposure- to the Soviet
trial.
legau;ystem
consisted o[ one
Though still l earning about the
Soviet l egal syst,em, Pirsig has a criminal trial. In the trial, one
accused of beating up another
few- years of legal study under
man while both were intoxhis beJt in the United States. He
icated.
Pirsig said the man was
graduated from the University
of Minnesota in 1923 and went on charg~d with either aggravated
assault or drunkenness.
to get his L.L.B. from the
Pirsig's group was told the
University in 1925. After attenissues
of the case before they
ditlg graduate sebool al Harentered the courtroom. Once inard, Pirsig spent a year in
side, one of the group's guides
England. doing legal r esearch.
translated some of the proFrom 1933 until 1970be was a
ceedings
into English for several
professor at the University of
group members.
Minnesota Law School and was
The courtroom held 25 to 30
Dean of that school from 1948
people, Pirsig said. and there
and 1955. In 1942 Pirsig served
were three judges and no jury.
as a member of the Minnesota
One judge had legal training and
Supreme Gourt and in 1971 he
the other two were lay judges;
joined the faculty of William
all
three were women. The proMitchell.
s,e c ~ attorney faced tne
Pirsig's trip to the Sov.iet
defending atforney
beth
Union was organized by Profeswere at rigbtangles to the
sional Services Consultants and
judges. The defendant was in a
bis traveling companions were
mQStly Minnesota lawyers and . box behind his lawyer and the
victim sat with Pirsig's group on
judges. Their lirst st.Qp in_ the
the benches alloted for
Soviet IJnion was Moscow
witnesses. Pirsig noted that no
followed by Tbilisi. Yerevan in
oaths were administered.
Armenia, and then a bus ri~
The woman judge, Pirsig said,
over the mountains to Baku on
"was one of the most domineerthe Caspian Sea, Kiev and back
to Moscow. The group Spent one ing aggressive self-cqnfident
and assertive' -people he baa
day observing a Soviet trial and
the rest of the trip sight-seeing_ ever seen. She was the one that
was running the place.
Pirsigsaid be_bad more than
The trial consisted of the head
sight-seeing on his mind when
be decided to go. The trip enabl- judge reading_page after page of
the longl)Olice-report aloud_ The
-ed.llim to stw in Sweden on his
defenaanl was asked questions
way home to visit hls -son;, Pirsig's son is a resident of Sweden ~ t by the prosecutor, then by
the judge and then by his own
and is working on .his second
attorney. The two lay jµoges
book. Pitsig's two daughters acsat and never said a word,"
companied him on the tri_p.
Pirsig
said. Almost all the
This was Pirsig's second trip
defense- lawyer asked the defento the U .S.S.R. In 1970 he was
scheduled to attend a meeting of dant was, ' Are you sorry for
what you did?
the International Society for
Pm;ig said the court reporter
Labor Law and Social Legislahad a pen and paper but rarely
tion, of which he is a charter
member. At the time, American wrote anything down. The group
~ress effered the group a tour was tola that everything was
taken down, but "we knew it
o( tl:ie Soviet Union immea:iately
preceding the meeting at a very was not true." The defendant,
therefore, has no record to apreasonable price. Pirsig said he
peal on, Pirsig ~d. 'The ciefencotildtrt M,SS up the chance.
dant was gej;ting a pretty short
Pirsig's group last swnmer
deal on the thing " he said, but
was guided by Intoul'ist. the
noted that he doesn't know how
Soviet ag.ency that handles all
foreign groups except some stu- typicaj the one case was.
After several in~es, the
dent groups. Tntom:ist pr.ovided
group was told thaUts members
two it).terpreters for the group of could
take pictutesm the cour57 people and an American_
troom. After the fi:rstflashbulbs
-guide also accompanied the
went off, however, the bead
group. The Am¢can -guide was judge
banned all photography in
a freshman at Cdhrmbia Univerthe room.
sity Law School and spoke
Pirsig sa~d they never found
Russian.
out
how the court ruled in the
Because of the close supervicase his group saw. He believes
sion. PiI:sig said that what his
that the decision is basedoahow
group was shown ~uldm>t be
consiaered representative of the a majority of the judges rule.
The trial, Pirsig said, was
w.hole nation. '-'It's very ffifficult
meant to impress the group.
to get to the ordinary life of the
Russians. You know that you on- ''The_y knew we -were there..
,They put on a show for us."
~y Karen Kingsley

a
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Photo by Joann Schuler

Professor Maynard Pirsig

Pirsig said.that in the Soviet
each province has its
own criminal Iaw system. "It s
not a centralized criminal law
system. That surprised me. To
what extent the central government insists that the provincial
governments' laws conform to
the demands of the central
government, we didn't get into,
but I'm sure the central government is the controlling,
dominating power there."
The legal system however.
~ s opened up somewhafsince
Pirsig's earlier trip. 1n 1970,
' they would never have a let us
near any courtroom " he said.
fusuroming up tfie diff&f>nces
between the Soviet amt
American legal systems, Pirsig
~d that, ftom what h~ saw
there is ·'greater respect for individual rights . in the United
States.
, From his readings, Pirsig said

·~

he bas learned that "in any
communist country, the first
order of duty o( the defense
lawyer is to protect the interests
of the state andJfhe thinks the
defendant is guilty, it's bis_duty
to tell the court that.'
Since his trip in IS70, Pirsig
believes things have changecl Ior
the-Soviet people. "The whole
atmosp~ in 1970 was far
more restrictive and oppressiYe
than it is now, at least in the
parts that we saw this time," .h e
said.
"There was a real relaxation
in the abnosphere in the hotel,
in the streets, in the parks.
Their welfare is better now.
There has been economic improvement.'' He said there are
mor~ goods ar<>unci, more to buy
and there is more food and
clothing available to the people
now.
As far as the food is concern-

ed J:iowever, Pirsig said he
" couldn't get out of there fast
enou_gb. We had cucumbers and
tomatoes day in and day out''
and, he saii.l. they were served
"bread wnich wasaecfiblehut
had no taste."
Despite the improvements he
witnessed in the country, Pirsig
said he " never was so happy as
to get out of there. " And when
asked if he'd like to return to the
Soviet Union some day, he said,
" Maybe in another 13 years. "
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Attorney General's Clinic at Mitchell
offers students internship opportunities
By Rolf Peterson and Tom
Kenyon
The clinic programs at
William Mitchell provides
students opportunities to earn
credits toward their degree
while getting first hand experience in many areas of the
law. As part of this program,
the Attorneys General's Clinic
offers students the chance to intern with a division of the Minnesota Attorney General's
Office.
The clinic was offered for the
fire' :ime in the spring of 1982.
The clinic was organized by
Special Assistant Attorney
General Tom Kenyon, who was
teaching full time at William
Mitchell while on leave from the
Attorney General's Office.
Mary Wood, Steve Russett,
and Larry Radden, students in.
volved with the clinic, said they
are satisfied with the experience
and recommend it to other
students.
"It was an opportunity to see
how the public sector worked,"
Radden said. "They seem to be
a qualified group of lawyers.
Their priorities are a little different; they seem to be more into people than. into making
money."
Radden also said he appreicated the feedback on his
work. "They will tell you if
you've turned in a good product," he said.
·
Divisions of the Attorney
General's Office which have
participated in the Clinic in past
semesters include: Civil Litigation, Commerce, Consumer, Corrections, Human Rights,
Criminal, Health, Labor & Industry, Natural Resources,
Pollution Control, Public
Welfare, Revenue, and Utilities
Regulation.
Prior to the beginning of each
semester, students are asked to
review a list of divisions participating in the program and to
indicate their first, second and
third choice of divisions.
Steve Russet did not get his
first choice but still made only
good comments about the
program.
"I had some reservations at
first, but I really enjoyed it. I
had wanted the criminal division," Russet said.
Russet instead worked with
the Department of Natural
Resources. "I did a lot of
research for them ... attended a
couple of hearings. He said he
"put in maybe 3 days a week, 15
to 20 hours a week for 3 credits.
There was a lot of flexibility."
Woods, a third year student
with a nursing background,
chose the Health Division.
"The depth of experience was
good," Woods said. "I liked the
size of the division. There were
six attorneys. You can really get
to know them. The advantage of
doing it in the summer is that
you know there are more days a
we~.k, you get to know people
better."
In most instances, students
have been assigned to their first
or second choice of division. By
allowing the student to select a
division in which he or she may
have a special interest, the
clinical experience is enhanced
for the student. In addition, the
division benefits from the work
and insights of an interested
student.
During one semester a student
who was working as a police officer was assigned to the
Criminal Division. Both the student and the Criminal Division
felt that the student's internship
was an exceptional experience.
Students can register for two, ,
three, or four credits with the
only prerequisites being completion of first-year courses and

completion of, or concurrent
registration for, professional
responsibility. Because the
variety of experiences a student
receives increases with the
number of credits, students are
encouraged to register for as
many credits as their schedule
allows. The minimum time commitment depends on the number
of credits a student registers
for.
For example, a student
registered for three credits is required to put in a minimum of
135 hours, or approximately nine
hours per week during a regular
semester. In most instances,
there is considerable flexibility
in scheduling as long as the
minimum hour requirement is
reached.
The Attorney General's Clinic
provides a valuable learning experience for students with different work experiences.
Students who have not worked
as a clerk have the opportunity
to do basic research and memo
writilig under the direction of
staff attorne_ys . Students with
p:cevil>us clerking experience, ~s

Advanced Legal Research Forums

well as those without, may b ·, ,·
the chance to draft interrogatories, interview witnesses,
respond to citizen inquiries, and,
under the Supreme Court Student Practice Rules, participate
in legal proceedings.
Each project is supervised by
an attorney who evaluates and
critiques the student's work, and
each student normally has an
opportunity to work with several
different attorneys. This assures
that each student is exposed to a
vareity of work experiences and
evaluations over the course of
the semester.
The Attorney General's Clinic,
like many other programs in the
William Mitchell clinical program, yielils benefits fur all involved. The s1udent benefits ·
from hands on legal experience.
The Attorney General's Office
benefits from the work done by
file students, and has a chance
to evaluate the caliber of
William Mitchell students. The
community benefits from the
practical experience future at
torneys receive.
0

?':,~h .'·· ,; ''., ,,; wm last thirty
~t.,-r.:.: i. . ~; ,~ ·,._i~ra.r; ~~~·.. : ·:· ,.:, i. -~···>
i ,: ;0..:,•. :·: · _ : :·: , , " ,"\Jo nrio-r
fer several seminars in :,2 6a..
registration or sign-ufi :;.:, ~eresearch techniques covering a
variety of legal materials. These quired. The seminars carry no
course credit and are provided
seminars will be open to any
first year or upper-class student as a service of the law library.
who wishes to have assistance in . The fall schedule is as follows.
H additional topics are desired,
gaining research skills, or who
please advise Professor Downs,
wishes to refresh skills once
Director of the Law Library.
learned.
FALL SEMESTER
Topic
September 19
A.L.R.s/Legl,ll Periodicals
September 26
Reporters and Digests
October 3
Citators (Shepard's)
October 17
Constitutions, Codes and Statutes
October 31
Tax Materials
·
November 7
Labor Law Materials
November 14
Minnesota Legislative Histories
SPRING SE.MESTER
• Forums will be held at the
Topics
following times each week in the
Administrative Law Materials
locations listed.
Legislative Histories - Federal
Tuesdays: Room 206A, 8: 30 p.m.
Legislative Histories - MinWednesdays (Oct. 19, Nov. 9 and
nesota (Repeat)
16):
. Room 309, 7:00 p.m.
Government Documents
Wednesdays (Sept. 21 and 28,
'Tax Materials (Repeat)
Oct. 5, Nov. 2):
Board Room,
Forums will be conducted by
7:00 p.m.
Professor Matthew Downs, Ann
Thursdays:Room 206A, 1:09 p.m.
Bateson, and Mr. Batista.
Week*
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Dean of student affairs adds new dimension
B~· Stt'vt'n G. i\l ahon

In August James Brooks
became William Mitchell's new

dean of students and assistant
dean of the College. As dean of
students. the tiUe lkooks said he
prefers. he will be in charge of
the Student Services Department and he said he views his
position as analogous to that of a
dean of students at an ·
undergraduate institution.
The dectsion to hire Brooks
came about as a result of concern over the ability of Mitchell
to offer adequate service to its
growing student _population. As a
~ standing college. Mitchell is
not able to draw on the student
support services that are usually
available to graduate students
at a full universitv. Thus the
need to bring in a· professional.
trained in the implementation of
a fully functional student services department. became apparent to the Board of Trustees.
Brooks' acquisition by the toJlege 1s an innovative step: in the
past~y .was:a non-l awyer
hired.for a high-level law school
adlninistrativeposition. Brooks
said the movement toward hiring educators rather than
1av.,yers lor an essentially nonJegal po.5ition is not only--practical but indicative of a growing
trend in law schools across the
country.
"The idea is to bring in an
educator. as opposed to a
l awver. somebodv with experience in education administration. and allow them to
deal with the areas that are
relatively "non-legal. .. Brooks
commented. "I have seen a
number of other law schools
moving in this direction and I
personally feel ifs very
progressive-.,,
Since the announcement that

the Board of Trustees was

creating Brooks. present position. students and factiltv alike
have questione<fthe necessity of
having four deans. Brooks said
he bas Jieard this concern. but
feels that it is ill founded: Instead he said he sees a verv
valuable·team effort being·
developed.
"The nice thing about this is
that I can draw on them (the
other deans] in terms of the
legal aspects. they can draw on
me for the educational aspects.
and thus we serve each other
and the students better:· Brooks
said.
Brooks added. "The areas of
responsibility of each are so increaiblv different that it would
be a mistake to consider that
there·wa.s any overlap:· Jkooks'
r'e:spousibility is. the Student Services department and he is
already ~ thatoepartment.
more visib1e and studentoriented.
Brooks said his immediate
goal is to reduce the
lroreaucratic hassle for students
in ~with.his department.
To effecftiate :thisJ1e said he has
moved most of Student Services
into Room 103 and hopes to have
the entire staff in that office in
the near future. He said he has
also made the office hours more
flexible and increased the
.number of staff. though he sees
a need for even more staff
·
members. He said he is the present staff and regards them as
the major attribute of the

a~ent.
''I think the staff is excellent
and very eager to function as a
c.obeslve unit." Brooks said.

B~~::::_is~~ ~:!.

p)ace!l}~t and financial aid
airector. The-new location of
placement has resulted in a
noticeable increase in rt.s use bv
students. Riehm said. Riehm •
also said that since her job
hinges on tha:t of the 0¢.er persotis in the department, being in
one office has led to a better

understanding and a more
unified function of services to
students. She said she is pleased
'Yith the addition of Brooks to
the administration and feels
that. "He's good for the department and very receptive to new
ideas that will ultimately benefit
the students."
Brooks came to Mitchell with
his wife. Professor Jennifer
Brooks. who is teaching tax law
at the College. Professor
Brooks. while applying for
teaching positions. had always
inserted the caveat that there
needed to be employment
possibilities-for both her and_her
.hnsband before they wouid consider leaving the Wasbingfon.
D.C. area. Prior to coming to
Mitchell, Professor Brooks was
a tax attorney in Washington.
D.C. and Dean Brooks was the
associate dean of students at the
Catholic University of America.
From January to April. 1983, the
Brooks held visiting professor-

ships at Brigham Young University. Dean Brooks taught a
course in hi~her education law,
a class he will also teach at
WMCL this spring.
Overall Brooks said he is
pleased with the move to Minnesota and that the transition
from East C0ast to Midwest
culture did not require any
significant change. The college
is providing a new and different
clientele to work with and is
allowing him to incorporate his
field of study, higher education,
in a more formalized and concerted way, Brooks said.
Brooks said he is stressing the
availability of services and encourages students to actively
use his department. Brooks invites students to stop into the office to become aware of what's
available. Finally if a student is
still unsure as to whom he or
she should turn for assistance,
Brooks said, "If it has to do with
students, then we handle it. "

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
GOING TO SCHOOl?
IN YOUR OWN BUSINESS?
WRITING A BOOK?

NEED A lYPIST?
Business, Acodemk:, Pe11onal and Manuscript

Typing done F/>ST CJlld ACCURA1ElV
«lifh REASONABI.E. RAYES.
CALL 292-0806
Aller 5:30 weekdayS
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Dean of Students and Associate Dean Brooks

Parking lot?
By Chapin Hall
park closer to school, where it
Negotiations have been com- can be well lit. "Of course," he
pleted bet~een William Mitchell added, "we won't put in the lot
and Summit Avenue A~sembly if we build a new library."
of God Church concermng the
The lot would have room for
proposed park:ing lot. _Accor~ing 70-80 cars. Oliphant stated that
to Pastor Ed Tedes~hi, the s1tua- the lot would relieve some of the
tion is "just a ~ tter of detail."' parking problems that occur on
Conrad_F~edin has ~aJ_Jdled
Sumntit Avenue d ~ bad
the negotiations for William Ml · winter weather.
ehe1L The basic concep t of a
The Grand Gazette has exparkin~ lot on_ Mit~heIT's front
pres§ed doubtli ~ to whether the
yard with a V1ctuna Street en- new lot will nave any real effect.
trance has been approved by the With uoo students attending
Board of Trustees. 'J'.he- cost of 'Yilliam Mitehell, itis questhe proposed 1ot. est imated a t
tionable how much relief 70 or 80
between $20,_000 and $30,000,
new spaces will provide. The
would be pa1d _for by the church. Grand Gazette also questioned
A congreg_at10nal vote h3:s ap- the beauty of such a project.
proved f~d!ng for the ~roJect.
Tedeschi, however said that
Tedeschi ~aid tha; the size of the the large trees along Summit
congregation has mcrea~ed from Avenue would remain. In addi400 to 800 over the last six years. tion, he said, "trees and shrubs
Eventually, the church hopes to would be planted to make it look
purchase four houses on the
as nice as possible."
same bloc~ and to use ~he space
Tedeschi also emphasized,
fo~ expansion and parkmg, he
"Parking lots can be reshaped
said.
.
for future plans. Our proposal is
Dean Robert Oliphant emflexible to take into account
phasized the safety of women
those f~ture plans."
students as a primary concern
Students would not be able to
in planning the parking lot. The use the lot on Wednesdays and
new lot would allow them to
on Sundays.
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Trustees approve library study
By Jim Crist
The William Mitchell Board of
Trustees has set aside $50,000 to
conduct a feasibility study examining building options for a
new law school library.
"The existing library
minimally meets ABA/ AALS
standards, but the present
physical plant restricts the proper development and growth
which the college needs and
deserves," said Professor Matthew Downs, Library Director.
Tbe feasibility study will -be
performed by an architectural
firm with three basic options in
mind. Downs said that the cost
of any option will be from three
· to seven million dollars.
One of the options would be to
use the existing library and
renovate extensively. Dean
Geoffrey Peters said that two
additional floors could be built
within the existing shell. The ex-

Grad eS

( continued from page 4)
faculty are notorious for being
very late. Notices are posted as
grades come in.
Although it is probably not
safe to make direct comparisons
without investigating possible
differences in situations, the
bare fact that some systems
produce quicker results encourages a closer look at them.
Dean Goldberg said that simply
mandating faster grading might
force trade off with other things,
like the quality of evaluation.
But perhaps some way can be
found, at least, to ease the difficulties of students with special
cases, while respecting the need
of faculty to have adequate time
to fairly evaluate the bulk of exams, prepare for new classes,
and retain their sanity.
Perhaps, in addition to senior
exams, a small percentage of
exams could be designated for a
"priority" category, available
by lottery to applicants who feel·
a special need, whatever it may
be. Student sentiment supports
further study of the matter, and
the diversity of systems among
law schools would seem to provide a rich resource of experimental data.

isting floors of the library have
high ceilings which would allow
such construction. Peters said
that construction· of this type
would require part of the library
colkction to be moved.
Another option would be to use
the Legal Education Center
(LEC) hnildin.g for the library.
Th.is option would also require
that some renovation be done.
· The school owns the building _•
and currently leases space to
several law-related organizations. Peters said if the LEC
were to be used for the library,
it may be connected to the main
building.
The third option to be considered is building a new wing.
Peters said that a new wing
would probably extend off the
existing library wing towards
Summit Avenue.
Another possibility would be to
build and attach the wing

parallel to the existing library
ing the 1984-85 academic years
wing; Peters said that this would at the very earliest. Peters
allow the old wing to be airstated that more realistically,
conditioned along with the new
, "it could take four or five
one.
years." The time schedule for
"It is my estimation' that when construction depends on how the
we finish the study part of it, the project is financed.
·
Board "'.ill adopt a resolution to
"Frequently as much as 50
engage in a capital fund drive
percent of the total amount of .
for the purpose of building a
money ihat is raised, is raised
new library," Peters said.
prior to the public announceBefore the board will consider
ment of the fund drive," Peters
such a resolution several things
said.
must happen.Architects inThe Board of Trustees may,
terested in the construction
however, decide to begin the
must submit feasibility study
construction assuming that the
proposals. The Board of
money will be raised later.
Trustees will then choose an arPeters said that 1,tudent tuichitect to romplete the study.
_tion will riot fund any part of the
Once the study is completed and
actual construction, but will supits findings are~xamined, the
port a percentag.e of the new
Board of Trustees will decide
whether to initiate a capital fund
drive.
Peters said that the new
&acilities would be occupied dur-

Lansing <continued from page 1>
"Obviously there are more
said. "It appears that there has
women in the legal system of
been some effort to have
Minnesota right now than at any representation of different
other time," Lansing said. I also politi<:!al and philosophical
think that students who are com- backgrounds, but in the case of
ing out of law school and who
politics, it's hard to say since
are in law school are getting a
judges are not allowed to pardifferent experience than I did
ticipate in the political process.
as law student. The percen"I don't think any agpomt~
tage of women law students is
ments judicial or otherwise
ahnost the same as the percentake plaee outs1cfe of ~tics. I
tage of men."
do think the Governor is taking
Lansing said this balance in
into account the proper
the classroom makes men and
representation of women and
women more likely to work well
minorities. He's concerned
with each other during their law about courts being fair and havschool careers. That mutual
ing the support of the people.''
respect will then manifest itself
Having the support of the
when these students become atgeneral public is important if
torneys, she said.
the court is going to succeed as
"I think this equalization will
a respected judicial body, Lansshow itself more and more as
ing said. She said the court must
these students enter the
- assert itself fo show fbat its
system," Lansing said.
decisions deserv~ the respect
The new court is also part of
and confidence of the legal prothis representation of the
fession and the general public.
population in general, Lansing
"We'll hit the ground running
said. She said she believes the
to get at the volume of cases
court should represent a broad
that have been filed since
~pectrum of society and that to
August," Lansing said. "It's goa large extent that representaing to be a challenging and
tion is present.
eventful first few months until
"Right now the minorities are the court is settled in."
not well-represented,'' Lansipg

facility's operating._cos~s._
Downs sai~ "We do not plan
to buil.€£ a tr'amifona.l library. We
think those will not be functional
in the future. The highest priori~
ty will be to build a building in a
fashion that any emerging,
developing technologies can be
added easily. The new facilities
will have additional research · :
tools including automated s~rvices such as WESTLAW and
LEXIS."
Downs said that a high priority is to provide new facilities
that are conducive to study and
research, and will include a student lounge, A-V fat!ilities, conference rooms, and comfortable,
well-designed seating.
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And for good reasons ...

regulc;rr summer course begins in the
College of St. Thomas Learning Center.

1. Outstanding Lecturers - Our
faculty is made up of bar review
experts and includes some of the top
law professors in the country, such as
John Moye, David Epstein, and ·
John Nowak.

9. Tuition Freeze - A $50 .00 course
deposit freezes your tuition at the
current level, regardless of ·when you
plan on taking the MBR/BRI course.
The deposit also entitles you to the use
of a set of MBR/BRI outlines, which can
then be traded in on the most current
set when you take the review course.

2. Comprehensive Outlines - Every
area tested on the bar _exam is covered
completely, in a concise and
understandable format.

10. Selected Law Lectures Throughout the year, MBR/BRI offers
videotaped presentations to help you
prepare for final exams. Admission is
free to all MBR/BRI students.

3. Directed Testing Program - Our
multistate and essay testing program
includes weekly practice sessions and
simulated multistate and essay
examinations. The essay exams will be
critiqued by former Minnesota Bar
Exam graders. _
,

11. $25.00 Discount on the
Professional Responsibility Review
Course - All MBR/BRI students
receive a $25.00 discount when signing
up for our Professional Responsibility
Review Course.

4. Mini-Review Program - The two
day Mini-Review program is held at
the end of the regular course. It
includes capsulized multistate outlines
·and additional lectures on each
·
multistate subject for last minute
reinforcement.
· ·
5. Writing Seminars --· Our Writing
Program, run by former Minnesota
-Bai Exam graders, focuses ori issue
spotting and exam taking techniques
and includes the opportunity_for
personal interviews with the graders.

or

6. Day
Evening Classes - During
our summer course you have the
option of attending live evening or
vidootaped morning lectures,

whichever you find most convenient.
7. Excellent Facilities and Convenient
Location - The 1984 MBR/BRI
course will again be held at the
College of St. Thomas, O'Shaughnessy
Educational Center, the same location
we have had for the past nine years.
8. &rly. Bird Program -·· Audiotape
lectures on all areas tested on the bar
exam will be available before the

12. &rly Registration Discount Discounts are available for both winter
and summer 1984 courses. Sign up
now and save $50.00 off the regular
course tuition!
13. Minneapolis Based Office - Our
Minneapolis headquarters is open every
business day to serve you. With MBR/BRI,
you will get answers, not recordings.

Now you know why, year after
year, Minnesota Bar Review /BRI,
Inc. is the number one choice for
bar exam preparation.

For more information, contact the following
campus representatives or call our office at 33~1977.
WILLIAM MITGIELL
Peter Dahlen (room 208)
Terrance Costello
Sherri Enzler

Jane Joseph

LeeLeighton

Sue Smoley
Diane Starbird

Minnesota
Bar Review/BAI, Inc.

MBR/BRI .. . the leader in bar review.

